11.00 - 12.30 | Official Opening: Welcome by Carola Hein and Gabriel Schwake (convenores) and introduction by Christine Garnaut (IPHS President) | HYBRID

12.30 - 13.30 | Lunch Break |

13.30 - 14.30 | Keynote: LARRY VALE | HYBRID

14.30 - 16.00 | Afternoon (New York: 08.30, Sao Paolo: 09.30, Shanghai: 20.30, Melbourne: 22.30) | HYBRID

16.00 - 17.30 | Late Afternoon (New York: 10.00, Sao Paolo: 11.00, Shanghai: 22.00, Melbourne: 24.00) | HYBRID
### CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

**11.00 - 11.10 | IPHS PRIZES 2020**
**HYBRID/ ORANGE STAIRS**

**11.10 - 11.40 | IPHS PRIZES 2022**
**HYBRID/ ORANGE STAIRS**

**11.40 - 12.30 | Announcements Conference 2024 Handover**
**HYBRID/ ORANGE STAIRS**

**12.30 - 13.30 | Lunch Break**

**13.30 - 14.30 | PLANNING PERSPECTIVES: “HOW TO GET PUBLISHED”**
**ONLINE/ BERLAGEZAAL 1**

**14.30 - 16.00 | Afternoon**
(New York: 08.30, Sao Paolo: 09.30, Shanghai: 20.30, Melbourne: 22.30)

**SESSION 3.1 HYBRID/ BERLAGEZAAL 1**
**SESSION 3.2 ONLINE/ BG.WEST.350**
**SESSION 3.3 ONLINE/ BG.OOST.620**
**SESSION 3.4 ONLINE/ BG.OOST.620**
**SESSION 3.5 ONLINE/ 01.WEST.060**

**CHAIR**
Ivan Neveglovin | Niato Nakaolma | Yoshiumi Demura | Kaiyi Zhu and Yanchen Sun | John Hanna

**SESSION TITLE**
RECONCEPTUALISING PLANNING | STRATEGIES/ PLANNING | INFRASTRUCTURE, INDUSTRY, AND DEVELOPMENT | TRANSCATIONAL HISTORIES | THE URBAN SOCIAL EXPERIENCE

**Participant I**
The new life of ground floor and the adjacent territory of mass housing under the pressure of constant functional processes
Klaudia Kamalova

Study on the planning strategy of small towns in Hengduan Mountain Area of Paece in China from the perspective of resilient city theory
Weiwei Peng | Guotai Yan

Modern industrialization around the castle town Ogaki: the process to acquire the resilient urban infrastructure
Yoshiumi Demura

Take Tianjin English Concession park as an example to analyze the form of Chinese modern parks and the emergence of park system
Yuan Sun

Racial segregation through road connection: the racial implications of urban development and planning in Sao Paulo in the mid twentieth century
Ana Barone

**Participant II**
Reconsidering the Resilience of Traditional Shopping Streets in Nuclear Power Plant Affected Areas in Yokohama Based on Post-Disaster Beautifies
Ryu Kobata

Motorway Undergrounding Projects in the 1960s: Coordinative Mechanism of City Administration in Yokohama
Toshio Taguchi

Global exchanges regarding the adaptive reuse of urban watersides in port cities – Comparing recent efforts in Shanghai with cases in New York and Rotterdam
Harry den Hartog

**Participant III**
The Modern housing heritage of two German states - Exploring current heritage values and approaches of urban conservation
Carola Neugebauer | Maren Harnack

Factors influencing special transformation in post-earthquake reconstruction: A history of Venzone’s historical center in Friuli region, Italy (1976-2006)
Tomoyuki Mashiko

A study on the transformation of resource-based shrinking cities: Reconnecting green infrastructure to improve urban resilience – A case study of Hengang City, China
Qiong Ye | Tianjie Zhang

Planning Diffusion in Foreign Concessions and Chinese Area of Early Modern Tianjin (1860-1945)
Yanchen Sun | Kun Song

Transformation and Stability: The Impact of Women on the Built Environment
Talia Abramovich

**Participant IV**
The Ancient Capital City Planning of East Asia in the Process of Sinicization: A Case Study of Rovana, Japan and Vietnam
Kang-Cao | Huilin Lin

The project to remove the railway from the surface of the city of Valladolid and take it underground: success or failure of the urban remodeling process seen through city planning documents
José Luis Salinas Guerra | Alicia Salinas Esteban | Rosario del Caz Enjuto

The Resurgent Exclusion-oriented Approach in Shanghai’s Heritage Conservation Practices
Kaiyi Zhu

The German experience of urban regeneration on the example of the Blasewitz district (Dresden) and the possibility of its application in historical cities of Russia
Anastasia Maliko

---

**16.00 - 17.30 | Late Afternoon**
(New York: 10.00, Sao Paolo: 11.00, Shanghai: 22.00, Melbourne: 24.00)

**SESSION 4.1 BERLAGEZAAL 1**
**SESSION 4.2 ONLINE/ BG.WEST.350**
**SESSION 4.3 ONLINE/ BG.OOST.620**
**SESSION 4.4 ONLINE/ BG.OOST.620**
**SESSION 4.5 ONLINE/ 01.WEST.060**

**CHAIR**
Gabriel Schweke | Stephen Ramos | Clement Orillard | John Hanna

**SESSION TITLE**
CRITICAL LEGACIES | NATIONAL HERITAGES | BORROWING FRENCH EXPERTISE | SOCIAL JUSTICE

**Participant I**
An Evaluation of Istanbul Bosporus Heritage Conserva- tion with the Historic: Urban Landscape Approach
Bahtiyar Yeniyilmaz | Ilhan Zeren Gulersoy

The French Character of Quebec and Montréal Modern- ization of Urban Planning (1960-1979)
Frederic Mercure Jouette

Transforming urban/metropolitan planning in the South: ideas, practice, and educational experimentation in Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Geraldo Costa | Heloisa Costa

**Participant II**
Protecting the historical city – urban renewal in Eastern Germany during the 1990s as a starting point for a sus- tainable urban development
Jana Breßler

Francois de Groote and the Planning of Lisbon Region: The rise of green spaces
Teresa Marat-Mendes

French “urbanism” in Argentina: From officials to ex- perts, 1907-1912
Alicia Novick | Maria Guillermina Zanotterita

Urban Planning and politics in Brazilian contradictions, continuities and ruptures.
Maria Cristina da Silva Leme

**Participant III**
Genealogy of Urban design in Brazil: notions and practices
Renato Leão Rego | Maria Cristina da Silva Leme | Carolina Pescatori | Dinah Derenzo Roldan

A French Moment in Shanghai Planning (1986-2000) ?
Clement Orillard | Carina Henriot

Leifke Faría

**Participant IV**
Reforming the city? Urban design in the Portuguese 1970s on the Tagus Estuary territory
Rui Seco

Jakarta: Seeking the Sustainable Mecapity Region
Christopher Silver

---

**WEDNESDAY 6 JULY**

**zoom link:** https://tudelft.zoom